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Foreword

The people of the United Kingdom 
are, by many measures, safer 
today than any generation that 
has gone before. But behind this 
positive headline our 
communities continue to be 
threatened by ever-more diverse 
and complex criminality. And, as 
criminals push new boundaries to 
gain advantages, this diversity 
and complexity is likely to persist.

The Government’s fi scal policy since 
2010 has meant that most police forces 
have had to spend less overall. In some 
cases this has led to changes in how 
services are delivered, while many 
forces have also benefi ted from 
collaborating with neighbouring forces. 
Some have begun to build additional 
capabilities to react to new types of 
crime. 

Despite these efforts, few commentators 
believe policing has pulled fully on all 
the levers of effi ciency and effectiveness 
available to it. Nor has it materially 
enhanced the sense of legitimacy that 
lies at the heart of the British model of 
‘policing by consent’. 

While police forces and Police and 
Crime Commissioners (PCCs) have 
continued to invest in understanding 
their local communities, relatively little 
work has been done at a national level to 
address questions that go beyond police 
force borders. We suggest new questions 
are required now, and from new 
perspectives. 

Over the last ten years, PwC has 
worked extensively with police at a 
local, national and international 
level. We have witnessed, and been 
actively involved in, an ongoing 
debate about how police forces should 
respond to the threats they and their 
communities face. This report does 
not seek to reopen debate about force 
mergers. We believe the challenges 
and opportunities policing now faces 
require a more nuanced debate about 
how services are delivered – and that 
the public is ready to think differently 
too.

The purpose of this report is to 
provide fresh insight and assist 
policing leaders in these vital 
discussions. As the Home Offi ce 
introduces new approaches designed 
to empower policing to reform itself, 
we believe that now is the right time 
to push a wider debate forward and 
make progress for the next generation 
of reform. 
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Introduction

In meeting the changing demands these 
trends present, police forces must be 
sophisticated and agile in their 
responses to delivering new services. 
This will be crucial in retaining public 
confi dence and thus maintaining the 
legitimacy which lies at the heart of the 
British model of ‘policing by consent’.

These new responses and new services 
will need to be grounded in the public’s 
views about policing and crime. But in 
understanding those views, individual 
forces and Police and Crime 
Commissioners (PCCs) have generally 
focused on local issues and “polled” 
within their own borders. Local 
perspectives are, unquestionably, a 
critical part of generating insights and 
growing legitimacy. We believe, 
however, that the views of the 44 
individual police forces in Great Britain 
taken in isolation are too narrow to 
inform a debate as complex as this. We 
believe the potential to get the most 
from the collective power of policing 
forces is missing.

As a contribution to this important 
debate, and to provide fresh insights for 
policing leaders, PwC commissioned a 
survey of over 4,000 members of the 
public. We sought views on three broad 
questions:

• Is the job of the police getting harder, 
and if so, why?

• What should the police do and what 
should their priorities be?

• How should policing in the future be 
delivered?

This report summarises our fi ndings. In 
analysing the survey, we have drawn a 
number of observations on each of the 
three questions. 

Policing’s core mission is to keep 
the public safe. But the task of 
protecting people is getting 
harder. The interplay of 
demographic and societal 
changes, allied with innovations 
in technology have created new 
and varied types of crime. Indeed, 
some of the advances in 
technology that have arguably 
increased our prosperity have 
also presented criminals with 
fresh avenues to exploit, 
unconstrained by geographic 
borders.
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First, the public have a strong 
understanding of the challenges 
faced by the police. Three quarters 
of respondents recognised the 
increasing diffi culty of policing and the 
increasing demands placed on the 
service. Respondents recognised this is 
due to the changing nature of crime and 
the emergence of more complex threats, 
as well as budget cuts. This leads us to 
conclude that the challenges that 
policing leaders describe are generally 
well understood by the public. This is 
good news and we believe it offers a 
starting point for the police to debate 
these issues publicly. 

Second, those surveyed were clear 
on the role of the police in 
society. Overall, the public think of 
policing in supportive terms: words such 
as ‘law’, ‘order’, ‘crime’ and ‘protect’ 
were the most commonly associated 
with the police. And respondents were 
very strongly in favour of the police 
prioritising high harm crimes: 
investigating and preventing murder, 
terrorism, serious and organised crime 
and sexual offences.

Finally, the evidence suggests the 
public would support changes to 
the organisation of some policing 
services if it improved outcomes. 
A signifi cant majority said they do not 
have a strong preference about how the 
police are organised if the result is less 
crime and a safer community. And the 
polling suggests the public would 
support more ambitious changes 
to policing, and indeed, in some areas, 
believe more extensive changes have 
happened than have actually yet 
taken place.
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1. Understanding the policing challenge

Most commentators and practitioners 
acknowledge that society, and the 
criminality within it, is changing 
rapidly1. Advances in technology mean 
threats to the public are more complex 
and less geographically limited. 
Changes to demographics and societies 
have transformed the arenas in which 
criminals and the police operate. 
Furthermore, the police are dealing with 
enduring legacy constraints, real-terms 
reductions in budgets and a changing 
regulatory environment. The coming 
together of these factors risks widening 
the gap between what the police must 
do to fi ght crime and the capabilities 
they have to do it. 

This is conventional wisdom within the 
police. But we set out to understand the 
extent to which the public agree.  And 
our polling shows that they do: the 
public both believe that the nature of 
crime is changing rapidly and recognise 
the challenge this poses to policing.

The nature of crime is 
changing rapidly
The reasons why the changing nature of 
crime is challenging the ability of the 
police to continue protecting the public 
are well known:

• Quickening change. The context in 
which policing operates is being 
impacted by rapid changes in 
technology, demographics and 
society2. Each change potentially 
offers new and unforeseen 
opportunities for criminals, and 
technology creates greater 
opportunities to exploit multiple 
victims through a single criminal 
action3. Crimes like child sexual 
exploitation (CSE) are increasingly 
linked to new technologies and 
victims are often in different 
jurisdictions to those who consume 
or profi t from the crime4. 

• Increasing interconnections. 
Technology enables criminals across 
the globe to work together. Different 
forms of criminal activity are 
becoming more integrated and 
interdependent. There are well-
recorded links between illegal drugs, 
money laundering, cyber-crime and 
terrorism, for example5. 

• Borderless crime. Criminal networks 
are becoming increasingly 
sophisticated and often work across 
both police force and national 
borders. Information, strategies, 
tactics and resources can be shared 
and sold across borders. Cyber-
crime, especially, has no borders: 
victims can be targeted remotely, 
increasing the diffi culty of police 
prevention and response initiatives6.  
And human traffi cking is becoming 
increasingly prevalent, often 
connected to increasing numbers of 
refugees and economic migrants 
attempting to move to Europe.

• New threats. Threats like terrorism 
are evolving, targeting new 
communities with new tactics. 
Terrorists have started attacking 
lower-profi le targets and frequently 
act as ‘lone wolves’, placing new 
demands on the police at both local 
and national levels.
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The public recognise how crime is changing and the challenge 
this poses to policing 
Our survey suggests that the public understand these challenges. And they see the 
evolving nature of crime as a key component. Respondents believe that both the 
volume and the diffi culty of the work of the police are increasing: 74% of 
respondents said they believe the police’s workload has increased over the last ten 
years, and 76% said they believe the police’s job has become more diffi cult over the 
same period.

1       Higgins and Hales, 2016: Police 
Effectiveness in a Changing World.

2       HMIC, 2015: State of Policing.
3       HMIC, 2015: Real lives, real crime.
4       HM Government, 2016: National Cyber 

Security Strategy 2016 – 2021.
5       The Home Offi ce, 2016: Modern Crime 

Prevention Strategy.
6       NCA Strategic Cyber Industry Group, 2016: 

Cyber Crime Assessment 2016.

Figure 2: Respondents said the job of the 

police is getting more diffi cult

7%
3%

14%

76%

Don’t know
Decreased
Stayed about the same
Increased

In the last 10 years do you think the diffi culty 
of the work that the police does has generally 
increased or decreased?

Figure 1: Respondents said the volume of 

the work the police have to do is increasing
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In the last 10 years do you think the overall 
amount of work that the police have to do has 
generally increased or decreased?
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Figure 3: Respondents believe the work of the police is getting more diffi cult due to 

resource constraints and the changing nature of crime

Of those who thought the diffi culty of the police’s job had increased, most said this 
was due to resource constraints (69%) and the increasing complexity of terrorism 
(68%). More than half also recognised emerging threats linked to technology 
changes (58%) and the increasing complexity of crime (55%).

You said that you think the work the police do has become more diffi cult in the last 10 years. 
Why do you think this?
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Changing nature of 
demand on the police
In 2015, the College of Policing 
released analysis estimating 
demand on the police service. It 
argued that, while recorded 
crime had reduced over the 
previous decade, other demands 
on the police had grown7. It also 
showed that the costs of crime 
had not declined alongside 
reductions in recorded crime, and 
hypothesized that this may be 
down to new and emerging crime 
types (such as child sexual 
exploitation, cyber-crime and 
modern slavery) which are 
increasing in volume and require 
more police resources due to their 
greater complexity.
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Figure 4: Police Offi cer numbers in England and Wales have reduced since 2010

Our survey results suggest that the public understand the police need to change. 
They understand that crime is changing and becoming more complex, but that the 
police have fewer resources with which to fi ght it. It is in this context that we outline 
how respondents view the role of the police and what they believe the police should 
prioritise.

7       College of Policing, 2015: Estimating demand on the police service.
8       Ipsos MORI, 2016: Public views of policing in England and Wales. 
9       Allen and Dempsey, 2016: Police Service Strength.

Resource constraints on police 
forces
The resource constraints on police 
forces are becoming a widely 
recognised issue. In a recent Ipsos-
MORI survey for Her Majesty’s 
Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC), 
64% of those who felt they knew about 
police budgets thought that local police 
budgets had reduced.  Between March 
2010 and 2016, police offi cer numbers 
fell by around 20,000 (13.7%) to 
124,066 full time equivalent offi cers. 
The total size of the police workforce 
has fallen from 244,497 in 2010 to 
200,922 in 2016; a reduction of 17.8%9. 
Our polling suggests that, in addition to 
recognising changing external threats, 
the public understand the internal 
challenges the police are facing.
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2. The public’s view on the role of the police

Our survey examined the public’s 
perception of the role of the police and 
their opinions about which areas the 
police should prioritise. We sought to 
test long-held, often constraining, 
views held by some commentators 
about the public’s priorities for 
policing. Our fi ndings revealed two 
key points: (1) the public understand 
the role of the police in society; and 
(2) the public have consistent views 
about priorities for the police.

The public understand the role of the police in society
To capture public sentiment towards the police, we asked respondents to describe 
what they think the police do. In their responses, the most frequently mentioned 
words were ‘law’, ‘order’, ‘crime’ and ‘protect’ (see the word cloud below), showing 
that respondents understand the importance of the police to society. Indeed, these 
results align with the police’s stated mission to ‘prevent crime and protect the 
public’10 and the majority of respondents appear to be supportive of this. Only 9% of 
responses could be considered a negative refl ection on the role of the police.

Figure 5: Words used by the public to describe the role of the police

10      College of Policing, 2016. National Policing Vision 2016. Available at: http://www.college.police.uk/
About/Pages/National-policing-vision-2016.aspx [accessed October 2016]
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The public have consistent views about priorities for the police 
We asked the public for their views on what the priorities of the police should be, allowing 
them to select up to three policing activities. Four clear priorities emerged: murder and 
manslaughter; terrorism; serious and organised crime; and crimes of a sexual nature. 

Figure 6: When asked to select three priorities for the police, four clear crime types emerged

42%

35% 34%
32%

15% 14% 13%
11%

9% 9% 9% 8% 7% 7%

4%

Please tell us which three of these you believe the police should prioritise?
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The homicide rate has decreased by 25%
over the past decade (comparing the 
periods April 2005 to March 2006 and
April 2015 to March 2016)11. However, 
the increasing complexity of the other 
priority crimes identifi ed by survey 
respondents present challenges to the 
police. We believe police forces need to
look at new ways to manage these types
of crime.

There is a constantly changing terrorist
threat. Today’s UK threat level is
‘SEVERE’, meaning an attack is highly 
likely. This follows a series of high-profi le
terrorist attacks in mainland Europe
during 2016, such as the attack on a 
church in Saint-Étienne-du-Rouvray,
near Rouen and the Bastille Day attack in
Nice. A 2015 PwC report on attitudes
towards the Armed Forces revealed that
31% of those surveyed thought organised 
terrorism at home was the biggest direct
threat to the UK12.

Reports of serious and organised crime
have increased in the past decade. The
National Strategic Assessment of Serious
and Organised Crime 2016 discusses the
increasing complexity of this type of 
crime due to projected international 
political instability and technological
change13. It describes the opportunities
that entrepreneurial criminal groups will
have to take advantage of developments

ininn digitissaaation over the next t fi fi fivvvev yeeaaarssss, 
ppaaaapp rtr iculaararrly iiiin n n thhtt e e ‘intttterernen t t t ofofof tttthinngggs’’ –––– 
drddrriiiverlesssss vehhhiiiiicicles beeinnng gg onnnee vevevveeeryr ccclleararaa
exexexxaample..

SSSiimmmmimilarlyy,, rrepepooororts of f ssexuxualalll oofffffeneneennnceesss hahaavevvee 
ininnccccrreae seddd.. EEngnggglal nd andd WWaaala eesesss rrrreeeeecee oorrrdeeeddd aaa
2121%%%% % inincreeeaasee iin sexual ooooffff ennnncceceeeesss s bbbbbeb ttwtwweeeeeeeeeennnn
ApAprirriiil 22011555 aandndn  March 2201016 cocooompmpmpmpppmmparrrededd  
wiwiththhhh tthhe ppprerecceding 12 momontnthshshshs.. InInInnndedeeeeededed, 
thherereeee wawawasss a aa 7676676%% %% inncreaseese in seeexuxux aaalal 
ofoffefefennncnceeeseese ooverr teennn years (c(como pappapariririnnngng tttttheeh  
peperirriooodod bbbbeetweeenn AAAprp il 2000005 aanananddd MaMaMM rcrchh
20200606066)). TTTTTTThhis inincrcreaaase muusstt beeee sssseeeenn in theheh  
cocoontntntntn exexexextttt ttt ofof impmproroveed d polilicee rrrreccoooorrdidingngggngngg 
mmmeaasuress ffolollloowwingngg medediaia ccovovovvereragagage e of 
hhiighh-profi fi le caasess.. But non w ttththeeese e ccrrimimimess 
aarre momorere vvvisisisibibiblelee,,, tthhee workloaadadad aandn  
ssccrurururuuu ititititit nynyn oonn thththee popolice is increaeaeaeaseessed.d..

ThThhe e CCCrime e SSurveyey for Engnglalaanddddndn aaaaaaaand WWWWWWWaalla ess 
(C(CSESSEW)) eeeststimates thahaahaatttttt iniininin ttthheee pppppppeerrrrioioioioddd
frf omo  Aprp ill 2201015 5555 5 ttotototo MMararchchh 222220011100 666666,6,, tttttttthhhehehereee 
weerere 555.8.888 mmmilllilionon ffraraududdudd aandnddd ccccomomommmmmmmpppppuuup tetetet r rrr 
mmimimimimiissusususseees oofffffeencceceeesss.s. TTTTThahahatttt ththththerere e wewewweweweeweerrrerererereree aaann n
estimmaaatet ddddd 66.3 mimiiillllllll ion otheher offfffffefeffeffeefeennncncnnn eseses innn 
thhee e ssaasamemememe yyeae rr shshoows s ththe scale ofofofff cybybybybybbbeer--
ennnababbabablelelel d d ccrc iimee. IInn iits report, ReR shhaapapapapppiiinii gg 
PPPooPPoPoPooliilill cic nngg ffforor the Public, the NNaattioionnaaaal l l l l
Debate Advisory Group recommended 
that the Home Offi ce consider directly 
funding cross-force or national functions 
to develop capabilities in areas such as 
cyber-crime14.

These four types of crime are chaanananggigiinng raapappiidly
These priorities need to be 
recognised by police forces, and 
by the police nationally. There 
was some disparity between 
priorities in different groupings. 
Those in the younger age group 
(18-35) prioritised sexual 
offences and hate crime 
signifi cantly more than those in 
the older age group (65+). And 
those in the older age group 
prioritised terrorism and 
community reassurance more 
than those in the younger age 
group. Disparity was also evident 
between genders: women 
prioritised sexual offences more 
than men, while men prioritised 
burglary more than women. But 
despite these disparities, the top 
four policing priorities were 
consistent across the groups.

Ultimately, respondents were 
clear that they want the police to 
prevent crime and protect people 
and they have a clear set of 
priorities related to this. As we 
outline in the next section, our 
survey results suggest the public 
are less concerned about precisely 
how this should be done. 



13

11      ONS, 2016: Crime in England and 
Wales: year ending Mar 2016.

12      PwC, 2016: Forces for change 2016.
13      NCA, 2016: National Strategic 

Assessment of Serious and Organised 
Crime 2016.

14      National Debate Advisory Group, 2016: 
Reshaping policing for the public. 
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3. The public’s view on how 
policing is organised

The results of our survey indicate the 
public don’t entirely understand the way 
policing is currently organised. But, 
when asked, they believe that different 
levels of crime may require a response 
that differs from the current model. In 
the context of growing challenges for 
policing, our research suggests the 
public would consent to the police 
operating in new ways, outside 
traditional force borders.

This section outlines three principal 
fi ndings: (1) the public know who their 
local force is , but don’t understand the 
way policing is organised nationally; (2) 
the public think more policing services 
should be delivered nationally than is 
currently the case; (3) the public would 
support changes to the way policing 
is delivered.

The public know who their 
local force is but don’t 
understand the way policing 
is organised nationally
Our survey revealed that, when 
presented with a list of police forces in 
Great Britain, the vast majority of 
respondents (87%) recognised their 
local force. This was particularly true 
in Scotland (100%), North Wales 
(100%), and Cumbria (100%). The 
least recognised local forces were still 
identifi ed by two thirds of 
respondents: Hertfordshire (65%), 
Bedfordshire (68%), and Durham 
(68%). 
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Figure 7: Most respondents know their local police force 
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While there may be a strong awareness 
of each local police force, there appears 
to be little awareness of the  delivery 
model above this. Just 0.5% of 
respondents were correctly able to tell 
us that there are 44 geographically-
based police forces in Great Britain. The 
most common answers were 100, 50, 20 
and 30. Although not conclusive in itself, 
the range of inaccurate answers 
suggests a lack of awareness among the 
public about how policing is delivered 
beyond each local area.

Figure 8: A majority of respondents thought there were less police forces than there 

currently are
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How many police forces do you think there are in England, Wales and Scotland?
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Figure 9: Respondents believed more is delivered from outside of their local force than currently happens*
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Our survey also suggests the public don’t fully understand who has responsibility for policing different types of crime. Many 
respondents thought that more types of crime are handled above the level of individual police forces than is actually the case.

Here is a list of the various tasks that the police perform for society/the community. Please tell us which level of law enforcement handles each one

*excludes don’t knows
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While all the crime categories listed in 
Fig 9 are handled by local police forces 
to some extent, activities such as dealing 
with anti-social behaviour, low-level 
violent crime, sexual crime and hate 
crime are generally only handled at a 
local level. Some activities – combating 
terrorism, serious and organised crime, 
cyber-crime, fraud and fi nancial crime 
– also involve police force collaborations 
or national agencies. But the number of 
respondents who believe those matters 
are dealt with at a national or cross-
force level (a large majority in each case) 
indicates that the public do not have a 
full understanding about the extent of 
local delivery structures. 

This does also suggest, however, that 
the public are not wedded to the current 
delivery model. There may be an 
opportunity for change. The strength of 
this opportunity is enhanced when 
asking the public who should handle 
different crimes. 

The public think more policing 
should be delivered nationally 
than is currently the case
Policing has historically been delivered 
through local forces. In recent years, 
however, as crime has evolved so has the 
organisation of the police: national bodies 
have emerged and collaboration between 
forces has become more frequent and 
formalised. The National Crime Agency15 
(NCA) is a clear example of this trend. 

Yet local forces remain the foundation on 
which much policing is delivered. And our 
polling shows most people generally agree 
that this should be the case. When asked 
whether national or local bodies should 
handle a selection of fi fteen different 
policing activities, a large majority of 
respondents said eleven of the categories 
should be dealt with by local police forces. 
And there is little appetite for transferring 
any of these activities away from the 
police: on average, less than 1% thought 
the British Army best placed to take them 
on, and just 2% chose local councils. 

15      The NCA was established in 2013, bringing 
together the Serious and Organised Crime 
Agency (SOCA) and the Child Exploitation and 
Online Protection Command (CEOP), with a 
mission to protect the public from the most 
serious threats by disrupting and bringing to 
justice those serious and organised criminals 
who present the highest risk to the UK. 
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Figure 10: Respondents said more should be done by non-local groups than currently happens*
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*excludes don’t knows

Here is the same list of tasks that the police perform for society / the community. Now please tell us which level of law enforcement you think 
SHOULD handle each one
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8%

22%

70%

Strongly disagree/disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Strongly agree/agree

But our survey revealed four categories 
of crime where a clear majority of 
respondents felt cross-force or national 
groupings should take the lead. These 
were terrorism (75%), cyber-crime 
(65%), serious and organised crime 
(63%), and fraud and fi nancial crime 
(55%), all of which are currently 
handled by a mix of local police forces, 
collaborations between forces and 
national organisations16. And there is 
some correlation between the public’s 
priorities for the police and how 
different crime types should be 
organised. Of the four policing activities 
that our polling revealed as priorities 
(see section 2), our survey showed a 
desire for policing at national or cross-
force level in tackling terrorism (75%) 
and serious and organised crime (63%) 
and a notable minority in favour of 
non-local policing for sexual crime 
(22%) and murder/manslaughter (24%).

The overall picture is that people believe 
more policing activies should be done 
outside the confi nes of their local force 
than is currently the case. 

The public would support 
changes to the way policing is 
delivered
Our polling suggests the public would 
accept changes to the way policing is 
delivered. We believe this offers an 
opportunity for policing to evolve to 
keep pace with the external threat 
picture. The police network in Great 
Britain faces challenges to its 
effectiveness in combating new, 
emerging and changed threats to public 
safety17. These challenges include: 

• working interoperably across 
geographic borders; 

• deconfl icting requirements so forces 
are not delivering against the same 
requests or holding an oversupply of 
capacity;

• ensuring operational consistency 
and setting professional standards. 

We believe policing needs to address 
these problems collectively. And in areas 
where the response needs to be more 
specialised, the need is acute. The public 
have already reached this conclusion: 
70% of those surveyed agreed or 
strongly agreed that they would consent 
to specialist policing being handled at a 
national level if the police maintain 
some kind of local presence. Only 8% of 
respondents disagreed.

Figure 11: As long as the police have 

some local presence, it is alright if much 

of the specialist work is handled at a 

national level*

16      These existing collaborations can take the form 
of bilateral and trilateral agreements or regional 
collaborations such as Regional Organised 
Crime Units (ROCUs). 

17      NPCC, 2016: The Specialist Capabilities 
Programme Phase One Report.

Do you agree or disagree with this statement?

*excludes don’t knows
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The fi nancial case for new service 
delivery models is also strong, and well 
supported by the public. Local forces 
across the country provide similar 
services. Duplication often exists 
between forces, while individual forces 
maintain separate contingent resources 
and assets. The use of resources and 
assets varies between local forces 
depending on demand – there are 
well-reported incidents of over- and 
under-utilisation. And respondents to 
our survey recognised these challenges: 
77% agreed or strongly agreed that 
police resources should be used most 
effi ciently, even if it means working at a 
national or regional level. Only 5% of 
respondents disagreed.

To gain a better understanding of how 
the public think the police should 
organise their resources generally, we 
presented respondents with two 
opposing arguments and asked them to 
place themselves on a scale of one to ten 
between each. We told respondents that 
some would argue that certain types of 
crime could be dealt with by police 
based outside each local area, rather 
than being handled by their local police 
force. We then gave two opposing sides 
of the discussion:

• ‘Supporters argue this approach 
provides the same level of service to 
the public but allows the police to 
use their resources more effi ciently. 
This is because teams can be made 
up of specialists and experts who 
only focus on a particular type of 
crime.’

• ‘Critics argue that police services are 
best delivered by local police forces 
who know the area and the people 
better, even if they are not experts on 
every type of crime.’

Figure 12: It’s important for police 

resources to be used most effi ciently, even 

if it means that some tasks are organised 

at a national or regional level rather than by 

my local police*

5%

18%

77%

Strongly disagree/disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Strongly agree/agree

*excludes don’t knows

Do you agree or disagree with this statement?
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In total, 62% of respondents were inclined to agree with the fi rst argument - that 
certain police services could be better provided by non-local groupings. Just 24% 
favoured the argument that police services are best delivered by local police forces.

Figure 13: More respondents said certain types of crimes should be handled by specialist 

teams based outside their local area.

1. Local police forces should be 
responsible for all crime in that area
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This demonstrates the public’s likely 
acceptance of changes to the way UK 
policing is delivered. It means policing 
leaders can afford to be more ambitious 
in considering the evolution of their 
delivery models to better protect the 
public in the face of new challenges. 
Our polling asked respondents their 
thoughts on this question directly. A 
large majority (73%) agreed or strongly 
agreed that they don’t care where the 
police is organised from if the end 
result is lower crime rates and a safer 
community. Just 8% of respondents 
disagreed.

Strongly disagree/disagree
Neither agree or disagree
Strongly agree/agree

8%

19%

73%

Figure 14: I don’t care where the police are 

organised from as long as the end result is 

lower crime and a safe community

As noted in Section 1, the public have a 
good understanding of the challenges 
facing the police. Our research shows 
that, while the public recognise the 
importance of local policing and 
believe it has a major role to play, 
they would also be likely to support 
changes to parts of the current 
delivery model. Indeed, in many 
cases they assume this has already 
happened. 

Any reform of how policing services 
are delivered needs careful 
consideration of governance to ensure 
accountability remains with local PCCs 
and Chief Constables – nevertheless, 
our survey shows the public has an 
appetite for more sophisticated models 
of services delivery.

Do you agree or disagree with this statement?

*excludes don’t knows
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The operational challenges facing the police are numerous. They include demographic and societal changes, technological 
innovations, and fi nancial pressures. Policing must be sophisticated in its response – and any changes that are made must 
be delivered effectively and with agility, in order to retain the confi dence of the public and maintain the legitimacy of 
the police.

This paper has set out the fi ndings of our survey of public attitudes to policing. The opinions in it indicate people would 
support changes to the way policing is organised, if those changes better protected them from harm. Our fi ndings should 
therefore encourage policing leaders to be ambitious as they address these issues. 

Perceive the job of the police 
as getting harder due to the 
changing nature of crime 
The polling indicates a correlation 
between the challenges that policing 
leaders describe in delivering an 
effective, effi cient and legitimate 
policing model, and the challenges the 
public see for policing. In other words, 
the public understand policing needs 
to shift the boundaries of what it’s 
required to do. Moreover, the level of 
insight shown by respondents should 
encourage the police to engage in more 
detailed debate on these issues.

Expect the police to protect 
them and are clear about the 
role policing plays in society
The way that respondents described 
their views of the role of policing 
aligns with the police’s stated mission. 
This positive endorsement should give 
police forces confi dence that the public 
support them and are clear on their 

expectations. Police leaders should 
ensure that this mission is at the heart 
of all decisions they take on how 
policing should be organised.

Have clear priorities for the 
police
Crimes of a more serious nature were 
consistently prioritised by respondents. 
While there were some minor 
variations in regional and 
demographic groups, the overall 
picture was clear that the police should 
prioritise efforts to investigate or 
prevent murder, terrorism, serious and 
organised crime and crimes of a sexual 
nature.

Recognises their local police 
force, but are also more 
supportive of national 
delivery options than policing 
leaders might think
The survey indicates that the public 
think more crimes are handled above 

the level of local police forces than is 
actually the case. They also think 
cross-force groupings should be more 
involved in fi ghting crime. This should 
encourage police leaders to consider a 
broader range of options for change; 
many of which would be supported by 
the public.  

Care more about outcomes 
than how policing is 
organised
The polling suggests that the public 
don’t care how the police are organised 
if the end result is lower crime and a 
safer community. The public will 
therefore potentially support 
ambitious changes to the police 
delivery model. This challenges 
existing perceptions which have often 
limited the scale of change thought to 
be publicly palatable. Police leaders 
should refl ect this ambition in their 
decision-making.

The survey results suggest that the public:

Conclusion
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Building on these conclusions, we believe that police leadership should:

1. Actively engage the public in 
a national debate on the future 
of policing
The public support the police, recognise 
their vital role in society and are 
knowledgeable about the challenges 
police forces face in keeping them safe. 
And yet the debate on policing’s future 
has failed to grab public attention in the 
way that similar debates in health, 
welfare and transport have. Our 
fi ndings suggest that debate needs a 
national component to complement 
local questioning. With only a local lens 
to engagement, policing leaders risk 
making assumptions about public views 
which may limit the choices that 
emerge.

2. Be ambitious in responding 
to the policing challenge
The government expects policing to 
reform itself. Police forces therefore 
have an opportunity to transform how 
policing is delivered across the UK. This 
opportunity comes within an 
environment of rapidly changing crime 
and criminality, of increasing 
expectations of the public and policing 
partners, and of operational and 
fi nancial challenges. But the police now 
have the chance to own and drive 
transformational change. Our polling 
suggests the public will support that 
level of ambition, and, indeed, are in 
some areas already ahead of it.
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Methodology

In order to explore the public 
perception of the future of 
policing, we designed this 
questionnaire in September 
2016. 

Opinium Research carried out the 
online survey of 4,192 UK adults aged 
18+ from 16 to 23 September 2016. 
Results have been weighted to be 
nationally representative.

The purpose of the research was to 
better understand public views of police 
and some of the underlying reasons for 
those views.

We also wanted to gain a better 
understanding of public perceptions of 
the challenges the police face and 
consider how far the public display an 
appetite for change. 

Results were analysed by age, gender, 
region and socioeconomic group to gain 
a deeper understanding of how views 
vary between different subsets of the 
population.  

Local Local police/the nearest police station for your immediate area 
(e.g. your town/borough/part of the city)

The nearest  police HQ (e.g. Greater Manchester Police, Essex 
Police)

Individual neighbourhood police constables/offi cers on foot

National Specialist police agencies that operate nation-wide (e.g. the 
National Crime Agency, British Transport Police)

Specialist government agencies outside of the police (e.g. Border 
Force, Driving and Vehicle Licensing Agency, HM Revenue and 
Customs)

The security services (e.g. GCHQ, MI5)

Other Other local council level services (e.g. social services)

The armed forces (e.g. the British Army)

In Figures 9 and 10 we asked respondents to tell us which force level they would 
expect to deal with certain crime types. We have categorised these as follows:
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